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Company Background 

 

Company Summary 

 

Our client is a global leader within digital marketing optimization. 

 

As an award-winning global Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) company, the company unites essential digital 

disciplines into a single, integrated solution.  

 

The company has +500 employees, globally.   

 

Private Equity Ownership 

 

The company is private equity-backed  

 

Position Profile 

 

Position Mandate 

This is a growth and transformation opportunity, and the VP Engineering will report into the Chief Technology 

Officer and will lead a team of 7 engineering managers, an organization of 50 people and will assume 

responsibility for delivering products using state-of-the-art technologies to fuel the company’s continued 

growth. 

The VP Engineering will have a strong blue-chip Engineering leadership orientation, and an entrepreneurial 

high-growth perspective. The mandate will be to build and lead a world-class engineering organization, drive 

product and platform architecture, resourcing, investments and more broadly, contribute to the overall 

technology strategy.   

The VP Engineering will serve as a critical leader to execute the vision for the company’s enterprise platform, 

and be accountable for the management, build-out and growth of the global engineering organization; they 

are an experienced and strong people-leader and are able to build and mentor teams.   

Key Tasks 

 

Engineering Leadership:  The VP Engineering will build and lead a world-class engineering organization to 

help drive critical decisions such as architecture, investments and resourcing. The VPE will possess an 

entrepreneurial spirit, a global perspective and team well cross-functionally to create an environment that 
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fosters innovation and rewards execution and results. Establish and ensure achievement of technology 

related KPI’s. 

  

This VPE will own best practices around continuous improvement, setting the direction for the organization, 

and will drive organizational changes to achieve the company’s ambitious goals. 

  

Operational Leadership and Rigor:  Day to day operation of the company’s SaaS platforms, ensuring 

world-class performance & availability. 

  

Ensure the development operation is performance optimized though usage of methods 

including embedded DevOps, CI/CD and secure-by-design DevSecOps.   

  

Make a significant hands-on contribution to the on-going product/platform architecture and contribute to 

the overall technology strategy.  

  

Deliver technology improvements to drive efficiency and alignment across the company’s platform and 

professional services business lines. 

  

Investments & Integration: 

  

Evaluate alternative technology and product delivery strategies (buy vs build) and develop a minimum cost 

and risk strategy that delivers best-in-class platforms to the market in the shortest timeframe. Ensure capital 

investment in technology delivers expected returns. 

  

Experience with integrating products into webapps, either at the API or at the routing level. E.g., M&A 

integration. 

  

Cross-functional Leadership:  

  

The VP Engineering will collaborate closely with the Product Management, Marketing and Sales functions 

around product definition, schedules, feature scope, definition, and project-related execution.  

  

Team Leadership and Mentorship:  

  

An experienced people-leader, the VPE will recruit, hire and mentor teams. Develop a customer-centric and 

metrics-and-results oriented culture, and a pipeline of talent for growth as the business scales.  

  

Prepare and drive an organizational plan to scale engineering and development, which would also include 

nearshoring / outsourcing software development.  
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Candidate Profile – Key Experiences 

 

Skills and Career Experience  

 

CAREER PROGRESSION:  The final candidate will have a sustained career progression and stability, with solid 

experience in engineering leadership at well-run software organizations.  The ideal candidate will be 

alumnus of a “blue chip/academy” company with commercial grade approaches to software application and 

development.   

  

LIKELY CURRENT ROLE:  Today, the candidate will be either (a) Senior Director/Vice President/Senior Vice 

President of Engineering reporting to a CTO in a corporate environment or (b) Head of an Engineering 

function at an entrepreneurial, high-growth, private company reporting to a CEO. 

  

SCALE:  Evidence of past or current success in a growing, healthy enterprise.  Experience as an engineering 

leader of a stage-appropriate business that is a minimum of $100M+ in scale. 

  

DOMAIN AND INDUSTRY KNOWLEDGE:  Engineering executive within the Enterprise SaaS/Software 

sector.  Experience in SaaS, cloud and or technology-enabled, recurring revenue business services is a must.   

Experience moving to a public cloud is highly desirable.  

 

Knowledge and experience in marketing technology, marketing services and or digital experience platforms 

is a plus.  

  

ENGINEERING STRATEGY AND MANAGEMENT EXPERTISE:  Able to lead and manage a distributed 

engineering team of at least 7 engineering managers and +50 people in total. This executive will have 

owned the entire lifecycle from specification through development, product design, execution of working 

prototypes, beta testing, QA, product release and sustaining engineering.  In addition, given the likely influx 

of M&A, will bring the vision/ability to fold-in and integrate a diversity of platforms/applications into a 

cohesive platform.  

  

TECHNICAL LEADERSHIP:  This leader must be technically astute and able to assess the company’s 

technology portfolio and identify opportunities to innovate for growth. Will have experience building 

products for fast growing web or mobile products. A diversity of platform scope will be essential for 

success.  

  

LOCATION: Flexible with travel of approximately 25 days per year.   

 

Contact:  Jay Strauss, Engagement Manager, Renovata at jay.strauss@renovata.com  

mailto:jay.strauss@renovata.com

